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Brief history of the QS: (during the last circa 400years in the UK)
Established in the Middle Ages [let’s pick up from the 1600’s]
The fire and rebuild of the City of London, saw the emergence of the role of the QS
Design and construction was carried out by the craft trades, primarily masons and carpenters
Reimbursements were frequent and based on either payment by the day OR by measured value
The work was managed and coordinated by the client
By the mid-1700’s the acceptance of the role of the QS was well established [alongside the Architect]
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Core delivery of the QS: (during the last circa 400years in the UK / across the world)
Cost estimate, cost planning and cost management
Tender management including preparation of bills of quantities, contract conditions and assembly of tender documents
Contract management and contractual advice
Valuation of construction work
Claims and dispute management

Technology as an enabler……
The Business Case

Q: So in a post-COVID world, how long does the
‘traditional’ Professional Quantity Surveyor
‘PQS’ have left….. [to think about it]….?
A: with the ongoing skills shortage [i.e. BIM] - no
time at all but potentially, there exists a tangible
solutions focused initiative via #PQS2030

A key observation for the Professional
Quantity Surveyor ‘PQS’?
Onashile lamented the current practice in the
construction industry where designers are also the cost
advisers, insisting that such a practice was not
transparent and should be stopped in Nigeria, if the
nation truly wishes to move forward. He said quantity
surveyors should be mandated and allowed to
undertake cost management of projects of all forms on
behalf of government whilst engineers should be
compelled to focus and deliver on designs and
implementations of projects… [Quoted].
“In situations, where quantity surveyors are excluded
from performing the role of cost advisers/managers,
the cost management of such projects, become
arbitrarily done by “provisions” being made in the
contracts…….”

What is digital?
New technologies delivering new ways to manage, use and visualise information
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The “threat”:

Some of the key challenges for the
Professional Quantity Surveyor ‘PQS’?
What are the key drivers of change?
Do we need to reinvent ourselves to become
more efficient, accurate and productive?
How effective is the current business model
for the PQS?
What happens to the ‘PQS client base’ during
the process of transition?
Is it really all doom and gloom?

The PQS and Information – e.g.
Who will be responsible for the accuracy of the
information created?
How will the information requirements of the
PQS change [who owns the data?]
How could PI be affected by the accuracy, and
timeliness of data exchange(s) – eg notices?
How will the PQS interrogate the masses of data
generated and made available to us and provide
better informed decisions [in real time?]

The PQS and People – e.g.
How ‘relevant’ is our role at the moment?
Are we ‘genuine’ collaborators or simply
instigators of conflict?
How well do we ‘trust the process’?
Will we have to change our approach to
professional (Design Team and Supply Chain)
risks that continue to co-exist?
Is it possible to have a ‘friendly QS’ on the team
and/or do we need to re-skill?

The PQS and Policies – e.g.
What do we mean by ‘standards & policies’ –
relevant to the QS profession?
Where do professional bodies stand on the issue
of policies and standards?
How will ‘professional’ performance and ‘Codes
of Conduct’ be measured and what exactly will
be monitored?
How will the PQS introduce compliant data
management solutions to facilitate more
informed decision making [in real time?]

The PQS and Processes – e.g.
With the advent of ‘virtual project environs’, will
the QS be desk based at all [do we need to be?]
How will we carry out the Pre-Construction
Activity, including PTE’s / Market Testing?
How will we measure, validate, certify and pay
for ‘the Works’?
Who is best placed to assume the role of ‘BIM
Manager’, to seamlessly administer the above?

The PQS and Technologies – e.g.
To what extent will (or has) the role of the
‘traditional QS’ become automated?
What about the implications of 5D-BIM / Smart
Contracts / Blockchain / AI & Machine Learning?
Will the #FutureCostManager be a significant
winner of industry ‘digital transformation’..?
How will PI for the PQS be affected by the
adoption of new / disruptive technologies?

Summary & Conclusion:
Cultural and adverse systemic behaviours have
to be identified (& removed!)
There is the over-zealous obsession about the
ownership of cost / project data [ICMS]
5D-BIM [now ISO-19650] is here and now; clients
will demand more [as more QS’s migrate and
move client side]
AI & Machine Learning are coming to a project
near you…………
The PQS / #FutureCostManager will become the
‘sense-check’ on the delivery of built assets,
across the globe

Collaborative Industry Solution:
#PQS2030
“…..Our focus is to future-proof the role and
relevance of the traditional PQS and emerging
Cost Manager (for the 22nd Century)…..”
Check us out / sign up to:
Twitter: @PQS2030
Twitter: @AbisogunOBE
Web: www.diversecity-surveyors.com
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